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Vastly improved or room for improvement? 

• Why “the promised land”? 

The promise of a multilingual Web is being 
realized and new W3C specifications help 
demonstrate that. 
… but we’ve been waiting a long time. 
 

• Why only “towards” 

Many features we’ll talk about today are not 
implemented yet or are partially implemented. 
Many features are implemented. 

 

 



• What issues are more or less solved on the 
Web? 

• What are we doing to address the remaining 
problems? 

• How can you influence the outcomes? 

 



What do we mean by "HTML5" 



Characters 
Language 
Date & time 
Bidirectional text 
CSS3: Global ready presentation 
JavaScript 
Widgets and Web apps 
Best practices 



ا  !جعل شبكة الويب العالميّة عالميّة حق�
 !ساز�م �ھا�ی ���ی � را  �ھا�ی وب

ا ابن بن � بب ی ��ر �پ� عا����ی �ق �ی ب �و ��ق � وبی  عا����ی
Համաշխարհային ցանցն իրոք համաշխարհային դարձնելը 

ᑖᑦᓱᒪ ᐃᑭᐊᖅᑭᕕᒃ ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᓕᒫᒥᒃ ᓈᕆᑎᑉᐹ. 
"Дүниежүзілік торды" нағыз дүниежүзілік етеміз! 
वल्ड वाई् वेबलाई यथाथड् म �व�वयााप बनाउने ! 

የዓለም አቀፉን ድር በእውነት አለም አቀፍ ማድረግ! 

Κάνοντας τον Παγκόσμιο Ιστό πραγματικά Παγκόσμιο 
ਵਰਡ ਵਾਈਡ ਵੈਬ ਨ ਵਾਵਈ ਈਵਿਵ-ਈਵਆਪੀ ਬਨਾਉਣਾ ! 

缔造真正全球通行的万维网 
 !ליצור מהרשת רשת כלל עולמית באמת
ˈmeɪkɪŋ ðə wɜːld waɪd wɛb ˈtruːlɪ ˈwɜːldˈwaɪd 
ワールド・ワイド・ウェッブを世界中に広げましょう 
េធ�ឲ្េេ លវេេ វវ៉បមានទូ ទំទេិភទលភពិ្ប! 
전세계의 월드 와이드 웹으로 만들기! 
Gwneud y we fyd-eang yn wirioneddol fyd-eang! 
การทําให World Wide Web แพรหลายไปท่ัวโลกอยางแทจริง 

འཛམ་ིང་ཡོངས་འེལ་འདི་ ངོ་མ་འབད་རང་ འཛམ་ིང་ཡོངས་�་བ་�གསཔ་བཟོ་བ། 

"The Path W3C follows 
to making text on the 
Web truly global is 
Unicode." 

Tim Berners-Lee 

Unicode 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The W3C adopted Unicode as a basic architectural principle of the Web several years ago, but this standard was developed at the Unicode Consortium.  It is important not to confuse the work of these two organizations.  While the W3C adopts the Unicode Standard and CLDR as a base for its specification development, if you have proposals for additional characters or properties to support a given language or script, these proposals should be made to the Unicode Consortium.



ا  !جعل شبكة الويب العالميّة عالميّة حق�
 !ساز�م �ھا�ی ���ی � را  �ھا�ی وب

ا ابن بن � بب ی ��ر �پ� عا����ی �ق �ی ب �و ��ق � وبی  عا����ی
Համաշխարհային ցանցն իրոք համաշխարհային դարձնելը 

ᑖᑦᓱᒪ ᐃᑭᐊᖅᑭᕕᒃ ᓯᓚᕐᔪᐊᓕᒫᒥᒃ ᓈᕆᑎᑉᐹ. 
"Дүниежүзілік торды" нағыз дүниежүзілік етеміз! 
वल्ड वाई् वेबलाई यथाथड् म �व�वयााप बनाउने ! 
የዓለም አቀፉን ድር በእውነት አለም አቀፍ ማድረግ! 

Κάνοντας τον Παγκόσμιο Ιστό πραγματικά Παγκόσμιο 
ਵਰਡ ਵਾਈਡ ਵੈਬ ਨ ਵਾਵਈ ਈਵਿਵ-ਈਵਆਪੀ ਬਨਾਉਣਾ ! 

缔造真正全球通行的万维网 
 !ליצור מהרשת רשת כלל עולמית באמת
ˈmeɪkɪŋ ðə wɜːld waɪd wɛb ˈtruːlɪ ˈwɜːldˈwaɪd 
ワールド・ワイド・ウェッブを世界中に広げましょう 
េធ�ឲ្េេ លវេេ វវ៉បមានទូ ទំទេិភទលភពិ្ប! 
전세계의 월드 와이드 웹으로 만들기! 
Gwneud y we fyd-eang yn wirioneddol fyd-eang! 
การทําให World Wide Web แพรหลายไปท่ัวโลกอยางแทจริง 

འཛམ་ིང་ཡོངས་འེལ་འདི་ ངོ་མ་འབད་རང་ འཛམ་ིང་ཡོངས་�་བ་�གསཔ་བཟོ་བ། 
Unicode on the Web 

Other 

UTF-8 

ASCII 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Google periodically searches the Web to discover what character encodings are being used. In a survey of 6.5 billion web pages in August 2010, UTF-8 was used for just over 50% of all pages. ASCII was used for almost 20% more pages.  (UTF-16 was used for less than 0.01% of pages.)



Encoding declarations 

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/strict.dtd">  

<html lang='en'> 

<head> 

<meta  http-equiv="Content-Type"   content="text/html; charset=utf-8" /> 

</head> 

... 

<DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

<meta  charset=utf-8> 

</head> 

... 

• Strong encouragement to use UTF-8. 

• New meta charset declaration. Either 
approach will work, but check you don't 
have both. 

• Must be completely within the first 1024 
bytes of the file. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HTML5 strongly encourages the use of UTF-8 in a number of ways.It also standardizes an alternative syntax for declaring the encoding of a page, which has been supported by browsers for a while already.Any encoding declaration must be within the first 1024 bytes of the start of the file to be recognized.s



Polyglot documents 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<!DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang="en" xml:lang="en" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<head> 

<meta charset="utf-8" /> 

</head> 

... 
• Strong encouragement to use UTF-8. 

• New meta charset declaration. Either 
approach will work, but check you don't 
have both. 

• Must be completely within the first 1024 
bytes of the file. 

• Polyglot documents use UTF-8 only, but 
no XML declaration. 

✘ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Polyglot documents are defined at http://dev.w3.org/html5/html-xhtml-author-guide/html-xhtml-authoring-guide.html (editor's copy) to be documents that work equally well as either HTML or XML.  Writing documents in XML-conformant markup provides additional possibilities for processing and reusing the content.  This is the format that will replace the widely used XHTML markup on the Web.XML declarations are not allowed, because HTML5 doesn't allow things in <? ... ?> delimiters at the start of the file.  According to the rules of XML, this means that the encoding must be either UTF-8 or UTF-16.  The polyglot spec disallows UTF-16 due to addition complications that that encoding entails.  Since only 0.01% of pages in the Google survey mentioned earlier are encoded in UTF-16, it is thought that this should not cause problems.  Requiring that polyglot markup be in a single Unicode encoding should significantly help with interoperability and internationalizations



UTF-16 documents 

<DOCTYPE html> 

<html> 

<head> 

<meta  charset=utf-16> 

</head> 

... 

• Strong encouragement to use UTF-8. 

• New meta charset declaration. Either 
approach will work, but check you don't 
have both. 

• Must be completely within the first 1024 
bytes of the file. 

• Polyglot documents use UTF-8 only, but 
no XML declaration. 

• Must NOT use this for UTF-16.  HTML5 
will rely on the byte-order mark. 

✘ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the Internationalization Activity at the W3C recommends that you always include a visible encoding declaration in a document, because it helps developers, testers, or translation production managers to check the encoding of a document visually, the HTML specification currently says that the meta element encoding declarations must NOT be used for documents encoded in UTF-16.  Such documents must rely on the (invisible) byte-order mark only to declare their encoding.The i18n Working Group has raised a bug report arguing for UTF-16 meta declarations to be allowed, but the HTML Working Group is currently resisting the proposed change.



charset attributes 

• Not well supported by browsers. 

• Hard to ensure it continues to be 
correct. 

• There are better ways to do it. 

 

• Do not use with link or a elements. 

• Ok for script element. 

<link rel="stylesheet" charset="Windows-1251" 
href="mystyles.css" type="text/css">  

See our <a href="/mysite/mydoc.html" charset="ISO-8859-1">list 
of publications</a>.  

  

✘ 
✘ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The charset attribute is defined in the HTML 4.01 spec to indicate the encoding of a document you are pointing to.  There have always been issues associated with this attribute. They are summarised on the slide.



<h2><a id="რჩეული">რჩეული 
ფოტოსურათი</a></h1> 
 
<p><a href="/wiki/ჭიამაია" title="ჭიამაია" 
class="mw-redirect">ჭიამაია</a> (Coccinellidae), 
ხოჭოების ოჯახს ეკუთვნის. აქვს ამობურცული, 
მომრგვალო ან ოვალური სხეული. ზურგზე ღია 
ფონზე შავი ლაქები აყრია, იშვიათად  
... 

Unicode versions and ids 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bringing Unicode into the specifications at the W3C is not always simple.  There are things that need to be discussed and worked on.  For example, XML was originally tied to a specific version of the Unicode Standard.  This meant that you couldn't use certain scripts such as Ethiopic for id values in XHTML or XML.  It also meant that recent additions to old script blocks, such as the BENGALI LETTER KHANDA TA, could not be used.  This is a potential source of confusion, since it means that certain letters of the alphabet could not be used.In 2008 the XML specification was updated so that any version of Unicode can now be used.



I◌́zeli◌́to◌̋u◌̈l NFD 

Ízelítőül NFC 

Ha a világ beszélni akarna, Unicode-ul szólalna meg. 
Regisztráljon már most a Tizedik Nemzetközi Unicode 
Konferenciára, melyet 1997. március 10-12-én rendeznek 
Meinz-ban, Németországban. Ezen a konferencián az iparág 
több neves szakértője is résztvesz. Ízelítőül a témákból: a 
világháló és a Unicode nemzetközisítése és lokalizálása, a 
Unicode alkalmazása működő rendszerekben és 
alkalmazásokban, szövegelrendezésnél, és többnyelvű 
számítógépeken. 

Normalization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One area that still hasn't been addressed in the most ideal fashion, however, is normalization of Unicode text in class and id names and CSS selectors.  These are compared directly by browsers, and not normalized to a common form for look up.  This places requirements on authoring tools to help content authors ensure that their content takes any normalization into account.  We recommend that all content produced for the Web use Unicode's Normalization Form C – ie. Use combined characters when they exist.  It is important to help users of complex scripts to avoid problems here, especially if the markup and CSS are developed by different people.There is a significant reliance here on editing tools and authoring processes to do the right thing. It requires awareness and widespread concerted action to ensure that the content on the Web is produced in a consistent form.



Character Model for the World Wide Web 

 

✘ 



http://JP納豆.例.jp/dir1/引き割り.html 

Scheme 
Domain name Path 

IDN xn--jp-cd2fp15c.xn--fsq.jp 

Web resource identifiers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The i18n Activity has also participated in and tracked the recent developments in the area of multilingual Web addresses – IDNs and IRIs.  These allow people to register Web addresses in non-ASCII characters.



IDN 

Al-Saudiah 

Emarat 

Misr 

السعودية   
امارات   
مصر   

Web resource identifiers 

http://وزارة-األتصاالت.مصر 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last year ICANN announced the first three top-level domains using non-Latin characters.  They were all Arabic country codes.  Others have been announced since. This slide shows a URI for the Egyptian Ministry of Communications and Information Technology that is all in Arabic, and it works!  There are still some significant discussions taking place, however, about how to handle bidirectional text in IDNs, which may lead to some significant changes in the way Arabic and Hebrew scripts are used in domain names.Note,  by the way, that it has been possible to use non-ASCII characters in the other parts of domain names since 2003, and there are many domain names out there that do.

http://وزارة-الأتصالات.مصر/�
http://وزارة-الأتصالات.مصر/�
http://وزارة-الأتصالات.مصر/�


http://JP納豆.例.jp/dir1/引き割り.html 

Scheme 
Domain name Path 

/dir1/%E5%BC%95%E3%81%8D%E5%89%B2%E3%82%8A.html 
IRI 

Web resource identifiers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While IDN specifications deal with domain names, the Internationalized Resource Identifier specifications deal with the remainder of a Web address.  Last year a group was established at the IETF to coordinate and move this forward in a consistent manner across the many specifications that use IRIs.  W3C personnel are involved in that work.



Characters 

Language 
Date & time 
Bidirectional text 
CSS3: Global ready presentation 
JavaScript 
Widgets and Web apps 



<DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang=it> 

<head> 

<meta  http-equiv=Content-Language  content="en, it"> 

</head> 

... 

• Attributes indicate the language of text 
inside that element for text processors. 
Only one language value allowed. 

• Meta elements indicate the language of 
the expected readership. Multiple 
languages are ok. 

• Attributes override other declarations. 

Language declarations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until now there have been two main ways to define the language of a page.  The lang attribute in the html element tag sets the default 'text-processing' language for applications that read and manipulate the content of the page.  Only one language can be defined in this way for a given range of text, which is appropriate for such things as spell-checking, voice browsers, styling, etc.  The language can be overridden for embedded elements that contain content in a different language.The meta element allows you to specify metadata about the document as a whole (rather than about a specific range of text). As such, it indicates the language(s) of the intended readership of the page.  For a multilingual page it is appropriate to specify more than one language at a time, and this is allowed by the syntax of the content attribute.  Quite recently, several major browsers have begun to use the meta element to establish the default text-processing language for the page.  This can cause problems if more than one language is specified in the content attribute.  There is also a lot of confusion surrounding the use of the meta element vs. the lang attribute.



<DOCTYPE html> 

<html lang=it> 

<head> 

<meta  http-equiv=Content-Language  content="en, it"> 

</head> 

... 

• Attributes indicate the language of text 
inside that element for text processors. 
Only one language value allowed. 

• Meta elements indicate the language of 
the expected readership. Multiple 
languages are ok. 

• Attributes override other declarations. 

 

• The meta element with Content-
Language is now non-conforming. 

✘ 

Language declarations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The HTML5 Working Group recently decided, after a long discussion, to make the meta element with http-equiv set to Content-Language non-conformant.  This means that, going forward, you should not use the meta element to declare language information about a page.  There is not yet any clear alternative way of expressing in-document metadata about the page, though the HTTP header can still be used for this purpose.



• Basis for Java7, JavaScript, PHP, .Net and other 
locales 

• -u- extension 

– Unicode Locales (RFC 6067) 

• :lang pseudo-attribute 

– CSS selection 

• -t- extension 

– Transliterations and transformations 
(Internet-Draft in Last Call) 

BCP 47 improvements 



Characters 

Language 

Date & time 
Bidirectional text 
CSS3: Global ready presentation 
JavaScript 
Widgets and Web apps 
Best practices 



<time datetime="2004-08-08">8 สิงหาคม ๒๕๔๗</time> 

<form> 

  <input type="date"> 

  </form> 

New to HTML5 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Various HTML5 features related to time and date still need to be checked by the Internationalization Working Group. For example, we need to clarify whether there are any issues related to time zones, esp. India and Nepal which have half-hour and 45 minute offsets.New HTML5 markup should allow labeling of dates and times in a machine readable way and easier input of dates and times, though the latter will also need to be internationalized by the browser implementers to cope with local calendars, date formats and calendar display differences.We are also currently discussing dates and calendars with the Device APIs and Policy working group, and other areas appear to need help in this area, including Semantic Web ontologies and other systems dealing with social data.



Locale sensitivity 

• Still an issue for the Web 

– Date pickers not locale or language sensitive 

– No markup-based control over format 

– Time zone support is spotty 



Characters 

Language 
Date & time 

Bidirectional text 
CSS3: Global ready presentation 
JavaScript 
Widgets and Web apps 
Best practices 



 W3Cنشاط التدويل، 

W3C ،نشاط التدويل 

✘ 
✔ 

<description dir="rtl">W3C ،نشاط التدويل</description>  

Bidirectional text support 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most markup languages coming from the W3C contain markup to assist the Unicode Bidirectional Algorithm to correctly handled bidirectional text in languages such as Arabic, Hebrew, Persian, Thaana, Urdu, etc.  This markup establishes the base direction or overrides for the algorithm across a range of text.Correct display of bidirectional text depends on establishing the base direction for the display.  In HTML the dir attribute is used to establish this base direction.As HTML has been used, over the years, for bidirectional text, it has become clear that additional functionality is needed, over and above what is specified in HTML 4.01.  The Internationalization Working Group has been developing a set of requirements for augmenting bidi support in HTML and CSS, and working with the relevant Working Groups to adapt the specifications appropriately.In this section we will have time only to briefly mention a couple of these proposals in any detail. 



Bidi isolation for inserted text 

✘ 
<span dir=rtl>לילית</span> - 5 reviews 



• CSS3 added the “isolate” value to the unicode-
bidi property. 

• HTML5 adds a new <bdi> element, with unicode-
bidi:isolate in the default stylesheet.  

• (The <output> element behaves the same way.) 

<p><bdi>לילית</bdi> - 5 reviews</p> 

Bidi isolation for inserted text 



Determining direction at run time 

✗ 



✓ 

✗ 

Determining direction at run time 

✗ 



• HTML5 adds new “auto” value for 
the dir attribute. 

• dir=auto sets the unicode-bidi CSS 
property to to “isolate”.  

• CSS3 adds a “plaintext” value to the 
unicode-bidi property to allow per-
paragraph auto-direction, primarily 
for use on <textarea> and <pre> 
elements. 

• It estimates a direction according to 
the UBA method. <p>Your search - <span class=booktitle 

dir=auto> י ו ו ת   ד ו ד י ק   ת ו ר ה צ ה   C S S </span> 
- did not match any documents.</p> 

Determining direction at run time 



• Reporting the chosen direction of <input> 
and <textarea> in form submissions 

• <br> should should serve as a bidi 
separator 

• Block elements as bidi separators 

• <title> should support the dir attribute 

• <option> should support the dir attribute 
and be displayed accordingly both in the 
dropdown and after being chosen 

• ... 

 

 

Other bidi changes 



Characters 

Language 
Date & time 
Bidirectional text 

CSS3: Global ready 
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Implementers of user agents need to be 
prodded by the public to support the 
developing marketplace ! 

 A ক  国 
hanging 
 
 
 
 
alphabetic 
ideographic 

CSS3 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One obvious area where internationalization is likely to be necessary is in the presentation of text and data using style sheets. As one single example, the CSS3 Line Module looks at things that are much affected by international typographic differences.  For example, baselines are in different locations for ideographic and Indic scripts, and these need to be managed in relation to each other and the standard Western baseline.  Another example: drop letters at the beginning of a line involve identifying more than a single character in accented or complex scripts.  For example, in Hindi written in Devanagari the orthographic syllable is the unit.  The W3C recently pushed for the Unicode Consortium to extend the concept of the 'grapheme cluster' to cover Indic scripts better.  The grapheme cluster was then proposed as the unit for identifying which characters to highlight at the beginning of the paragraph.  Note, however, that grapheme clusters do not cover all required orthographic syllables in Indic scripts, and so it will be important for browser developers to extend their implementations to meet these needs.This is a very important concept.  Not all the work can be done at the W3C and local communities need to lobby and push for browser implementers to take factors such as this into account.  The importance of local community involvement to achieve this cannot be understated.  The W3C is not able to convince implementers to include these features unless there is clear evidence that such a feature is being demanded by the local community.



Writing Mode 

CSS3 has a new module for 
“writing mode” that supports 
vertical text. 

http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-writing-modes/ 



Vertical text 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another area of styling that is currently receiving a lot of attention, partly driven by electronic book publication standards, is the layout of vertical text.  Here we see vertically set Chinese text, where the first line runs top to bottom on the right.



Vertical text 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a screen snap of Mongolian text taken from Internet Explorer.  In Mongolian the first line is on the left-hand side, and text flows towards the right.   Much specification work has already been done, but further discussions are currently under way to describe how the different types of vertical text should be supported, and how runs of right-to-left or left-to-right (or both) should be supported in vertical text.



Vertical text 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coping adequately with vertically set text also requires mechanisms for dealing with horizontally set text in the vertical flow, as seen in the numbers in the Korean text to the right, and the syllable-based arrangement in the Hindi on the left.Again, some of the work to support Indic scripts may require the browser to produce the right results for more complex situations.  Browser implementers will need to be shown evidence of need to consider adding such functionality.



Ruby annotation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a Ruby Annotation standard at the W3C and a CSS3 Ruby module to go with it.  HTML5 currently proposes a slightly different model for ruby than the former, and this needs to be reconciled.  Also the CSS module needs to be finalized in a number of areas; including how to handle Jukugo ruby in Japanese, and Bopomofo ruby in Chinese.



<ruby>凝<rt>ぎょう</rt>視<rt>し</rt></ruby> 

<ruby<rb>凝</rb><rt>ぎょう</rt></ruby>  
<ruby><rb>視</rb><rt>し</rt></ruby> 

<ruby> 
<rbc><rb>凝</rb><rb>視</rb></rbc> 
<rtc><rt>ぎょう</rt><rt>し</rt></rtc> 
</ruby> 

Ruby annotation 



Requirements for Japanese Layout 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One recent area of activity has involved the development of Japanese Layout requirements, involving the foremost typographic experts in Japan working in Japanese, then translating their work into English.  This document is over 300 pages long when printed, and covers a range of typographic requirements for Japanese text, such as vertical layout, page layout techniques, justification and ruby annotation.This information is being used by working groups. For example, the ruby annotation information is being used for discussions around the development of various CSS3 modules, XSL-FO, SVG, and HTML5.  It is also being used to extend the non-W3C ePub standard (used for digital books in the iPad, amongst others).There is some interest in extending these requirements to Chinese and Korean.This is a great example of a community getting together to address their needs for support of the multilingual Web.  Another such initiative is currently in preparation, lead by the W3C Office in India, that will look at needs for handling of Indic scripts.You can follow discussions about East Asian scripts, Indic scripts or RTL scripts by subscribing to or following lists at the W3C. �(See http://www.w3.org/International/about#mail.)



ལ་ིར་བ�ར་བའི་ལས་དོན། 

ន�រជតូននិ យកម 
ا ابن بن � بب ی ��ر �پ� عا����ی �ق �ی ب �و ��ق

െതാ�ര് Web fonts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The creation of a new activity working on fonts has recently been agreed.  The group has been working on standardizing a way of packaging fonts so that they can be downloaded with a web page (just like images are currently downloaded).  To support this a new WOFF font format will be standardized.  It will be essential to ensure that browsers implementing this format do not ignore support for the OpenType features that are essential to support complex scripts such as those in India.A WOFF font can be created using a tool (much like Microsoft's WEFT tool),  and the font can then be put on your server.



 

@font-face {  
font-family: 'battambang-woff';  
font-style: normal;  
font-weight: normal;  
src: url(fonts/khmerosbbang.woff);  
}  

 

 

:lang(kh) {  
font-family: 'battambang-woff';  
font-size: 100%;  
}  

• Rendering detail for complex fonts. 

• Subsetting capability may be needed. 

• Can only be used for fonts with an 
appropriate licence. 

Issues 

Web fonts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the part of a CSS style sheet, on the left, that downloads a WOFF font and assigns it a font-family name. That font-family name is then used in the normal way to style a part of the HTML page.The result, shown on the right, would be seen on any browser that supports WOFF, whether or not the user had a Khmer font on their system.  (Currently only Firefox supports this, but other browsers will also support it soon.)For complex scripts, what exactly the user will see depends on how much the font relies on the rendering capabilities of the platform (eg. Uniscribe on Windows) and whether that rendering software or an equivalent is available on their system.In addition, although the WOFF font creation tools compress the font data significantly, some non-Latin fonts are very large and may still be too big to download, or would work better if subsetting was available.  That subsetting must take into account OpenType rules affecting the glyphs in the subset.Finally, you must always look carefully at the licence conditions for font use to ensure that the font vendor allows it to be downloaded from a server.



OpenType feature support by language 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OpenType fonts can contain alternate glyphs or positioning rules for the same character sequence, that are applied in different contexts.  One such context is the language of the text.The slide shows two forms of the cedilla diacritic.  The CSS Fonts specification says that where a font contains these two forms and indicates which languages each is appropriate for, the correct form should be applied to a web page where the text is marked up as being in the language in question.Similar examples follow of how fonts can distinguish the glyph forms based on the language of the text are shown.  The diaeresis of German text is often lower than that used in French text.  Serbian cyrillic characters have different glyph shapes from the same character in Russian.  The fi ligature must be disabled for Turkish, to avoid confusion between that language’s dotted and dotless letters.



Zusätzlich 
erleichtert PLS die 
Eingrenzung von 
Anwendungen, 
indem es 
Aussprachebelang
e von anderen 
Teilen der 
Anwendung 
abtrennt. 

* { hyphens: auto; }  

Zusätzlich er-
leichtert PLS die 
Eingrenzung von 
Anwendungen, in-
dem es Aussprac-
hebelange von an-
deren Teilen der 
Anwendung ab-
trennt. 

Hyphenation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the phrase “Zusätzlich erleichtert PLS die Eingrenzung von Anwendungen, indem es Aussprachebelange von anderen Teilen der Anwendung abtrennt.” (“In addition, PLS facilitates the localization of applications by separating pronunciation concerns from other parts of the application.”) there are many long words.  To fit these in narrow columns (coming soon to the Web) or on mobile devices, it would help to automatically hyphenate them.Firefox 5 implemented support for soft-hyphens, which provide a manual workaround for breaking long words, but more recently browsers such as Firefox, Safari and Chrome have begun to support the CSS3 hyphens property, with hyphenation dictionaries for a range of languages, to support (or disable, if needed) automatic hyphenation.  (Note, however, that Aussprachebelange is incorrectly hyphenated in the example from Safari 5.1 on Lion OS shown above. Some refinement is still needed at this stage.)For hyphenation to work correctly, the text must be marked up with language information, using the language tags described earlier.  This is because hyphenation rules vary by language, not by script.You can find a test page for hyphenation at http://meyerweb.com/eric/css/tests/css3/show.php?p=hyphens.



Hyphenation 

• Hyphenation support is 
starting to become 
available. 
– Still works best with 

embedded (server-side) 
hinting 

– Language support?? 

Still in flux… development needed 



The q element 

<p>Some Norwegian text <q>More Norwegian<q> still 
more Norwegian</q></q>.</p> 

Some Norwegian text «More 
norwegian "more norwegian"». 

:lang(en) > * { quotes: '"' '"' "'" "'"; } 
:lang(no) > * { quotes: "«" "»" '"' '"' } 
 



The q element 

<p>Some Norwegian text <q>More Norwegian<q> still 
more Norwegian</q></q>.</p> 

Some English text "Some 
norwegian «more norwegian»". 

:lang(en) > * { quotes: '"' '"' "'" "'"; } 
:lang(no) > * { quotes: "«" "»" '"' '"' } 
 



Characters 

Language 
Date & time 
Bidirectional text 
CSS3: Global ready presentation 

JavaScript 
Widgets and Web apps 
Best practices 



JS-I18N extension work 

– Locales based on BCP 47 language tags 

– Date, number formatting 

– Collation 

– and  more… 

http://wiki.ecmascript.org/doku.php?id=strawman:i18n_api 

Javascript gets a 'locale 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The big news is that there is finally work to provide JavaScript with support for basic internationalization: a locale and locale-based APIs such as date or number formatting… even sorting using a collator. Early implementers include Chrome and (ahem) Amazon. Providing locale-based functionality in the language will finally fix a variety of issues that used to require server-side formatting or other difficult choices.



Examples (Kindle Touch browser) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, the Kindle Touch browser has an implementation that renders the page at [http://inter-locale.com/demos/iuc35/LocaleDemo.html ] – including the date, number, and collator implementations.



Characters 

Language 
Date & time 
Bidirectional text 
CSS3: Global ready presentation 
JavaScript 

Widgets and Web apps 
Best practices 



• Various technologies that make Web-based 
applications possible are under development. Some 
samples: 
– IDL 
– Web sockets, Web storage, Web workers 
– XHR 
– Widgets 
– Selectors 
– File APIs 
– DOM 

 

Webapps at W3C 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One area where the W3C is filling in holes in the Web’s infrastructure is in the Webapps activity. A variety of specifications under development link or bind HTML and/or CSS together with server-side processes via JavaScript.IDL provides a way of describing the interfaces of any Web based documents or services.Web sockets, storage, and workers provide a way for servers and clients to interact, store data offline, and work in the background to provide a rich Web experience.XmlHttpRequest is the way this was done historically.Selectors builds on CSS Selectors to allow scripts full access to the DOM.File APIs allow file access.And of course the DOM provides a way to interact with the very structure of HTML documents.All of these specs are important and none of them are particular internationalization sensitive. Or are they?



The Widget Spec 

• Widget containers deliver “apps” cross-platform based on HTML5 

– Extensive localization model 
– Ability to set base locale 

<widget xmlns=http://www.w3.org/ns/widgets   
defaultlocale=“en”>  

 <name short="Weather"> Weather! a totally awesome 
application! </name>  

 <name short=" " آب و هوا xml:lang="fa" dir="rtl">  

<span dir="ltr" xml:lang="en">Weather!</span>  بزرگ واقعا برنامه
</name> 

</widget> 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formally called the “Widget Packaging and XML Configuration”, the Widget spec forms the basis for packaging small Web-based applications that use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Such applications can be localized and can deliver rich functionality to many platforms. A W3C Widget is specifically a packaged web application of any degree of complexity, from a simple form to a shared calendar to a game to a full-blown productivity application. W3C Widgets are made using the same technologies as regular applications, such as HTML, CSS, SVG, and Javascript, with all the resources packaged up in a zip file, to be run on your desktop or mobile device (or on a server), with all the same functionality that you expect from a webapp, including server access. When a user gives permission, Widgets also have access to local system resources, as well, just like a local application.

http://www.w3.org/ns/widgets�


Webapps 

 

A standard HTML5/CSS3 Widget 
using P&C 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One example of this is Amazon’s Cloud Reader application. Nearly all of the functionality in Amazon’s full Kindle devices can be had in a pure HTML application that can be stored in your browser—or just accessed over the Web.International support is an inherent part of creating a Web application. But lack of JavaScript internationalization is a key issue.



Characters 
Language 
Date & time 
Bidirectional text 
CSS3: Global ready presentation 
JavaScript 
Widgets and Web apps 

Best practices 



markup for 
bidirectional text 

 

normalization 

 

working with case 
sensitivity 

 

more information 
about date & time 

 

Capturing guidance for spec developers and 
implementers (and you) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For W3C (or other) specification developers we have developed a number of documents that attempt to distill the knowledge that is contained in the heads of the i18n experts.  This should enable Working Groups to do a better job of internationalizing their specifications at an early stage, and reduce the burden on the i18n Activity to make things happen.  For example, we have produced the Character Model for the World Wide Web, Best Practices for XML Internationalization, and Working with Time Zones.  We are currently trying to document ideas about such things as implementing markup for bidirectional text support, normalization, working with case sensitivity and more information about time zones and working with date and time.



Tests 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Activity also develops browser tests in areas related to internationalization.  We also produce tables of results for the tests for the latest versions of major browsers.  The slide shows results of tests for WOFF font support. (Note that these are very early days for WOFF support, and we expect the red boxes to quickly fill with green.)



Articles 

Tutorials 

Technical notes 

Tests 

Talks 

Tools 

Reviews 

http://www.w3.org/International/ 

Internationalization resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Activity also develops articles, tutorials, talks, tools and other information aimed at specification developers, content authors, website maintainers and others.  These can be accessed from the Internationalization Activity Home Page at http://www.w3.org/International/.



Creating 
HTML & CSS 

I18n resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have also put effort, however, into ways of locating information at the point of need by following a task-oriented index.  The top level of our technique index looks as shown on the slide.  At this level we try to identify the type of user.



Language 

I18n resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the next level we identify the topic area.



Choosing 
language 
values 

I18n resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This then leads to a choice of specific tasks for which you may be seeking information.  When you click on one of these links they will lead to a new page which groups together links to resources and best practices for that task. This is shown on the next slide.



I18n resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This page illustrates a short section (to fit on the slide) about Choosing language values.  It provides a set of succinct statements of best practices, a list of 'how-to' articles and pages, and a number of other useful links.



I18n resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clicking on one of the links shown on the previous slide, for example, leads to this article which describes, in a step-by-step fashion, how to choose a language tag from the almost 8,000 subtags in the IANA Language Subtag registry.



http://validator.w3.org/i18n-checker/ 

1. Discover 

2. Check 

Checker tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The W3C is currently working on a checker tool like the HTML and CSS validators and the MobileOK checker.  This checker will look in detail at internationalization aspects of a page, and provide helpful advice for the content author where potential issues arise.  The first part of the checker will provide information about various aspects of the page, such as character and language declarations, text direction markup, normalization of class and id names, etc.This checker will ultimately be integrated with the other checkers available at the W3C. The checker is available at http://qa-dev.w3.org/i18n-checker/ .



Getting involved… 



Getting involved 

• Follow the discussions on the i18n mailing lists (eg. www-
international@w3.org), and track other technologies for 
internationally relevant topics.  Follow our RSS feeds and twitter 
channels (@webi18n and @multilingweb) 

• Read and review specifications (http://www.w3.org/TR/tr-
technology-drafts) and send comments to the i18n list or direct 
to the Working Group. 

• Discuss local requirements for the Multilingual Web, and if you 
identify missing features, find ways to coordinate proposals. 

• Use features needed for non-Latin script support and push 
implementers to include more in browsers and authoring tools. 



The Web needs your help 

this is your Web – 
not the W3C's 

we need You to 
make the Web 
worldwide 

get involved 

Thank you 
http://www.w3.org/International/talks/1101-iuc35 / 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Always remember that community involvement is crucial to development of W3C specifications.  The W3C does not simply decide in an ivory tower to develop specifications and impose them on the public.  The process only starts when we have support from the W3C member companies, experts and industry participants who will compose the Working Group.  If you feel that this work is valuable, please consider participating in the Working Group.
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